FOREWARNER-ARROW promotes workplace safety by preventing dangerous pedestrian and vehicle collisions. Easily mounted to a forklift, it projects a bright LED arrow on the floor’s surface – alerting pedestrians and other vehicles in the area, regardless of ambient noise, to the nearby presence of the vehicle. As the forklift travels, a bright arrow light in blue or red glides across the floor about 15 feet ahead of or behind it (depending on the mounting location), letting pedestrians know that a forklift is approaching.

**Features**

- Easy-to-install and maintenance-free
- Includes adjustable mounting bracket for precise positioning
- Equipped with 2 high-powered LED lights (6 or 10 watts)
- Installs on any industrial vehicle (forklifts, tow tractors, etc.)
- Designed for indoor and outdoor use

**Problems Solved**

**Forklift Related Accidents:** Alerts pedestrians and other vehicles of forklifts approaching blind corners, cross aisles and exiting semi-trailers

**Noisy Environments:** Traditional audio alarms can blend into ambient noise in the building and pedestrians can become immune to the audio warning
Specifications/Certifications

FWN - 10W - ARROW - B (10 Watt Blue)
FWN - 6W - ARROW - R (6 Watt Red)
LED 2 Focused --- CREE 10 Watt (B) 6 Watt (R)

Supply voltage 9 to 80 VDC
Waterproof rating IP68 Dustproof, Shockproof
Size 7.8" X 5" X 1.1" (199 X 128 X 28mm)
Material Aluminum die-cast housing
Cable length 10' (3.3m)
Approval ISO9000 - CE - RoHS
Lifetime hours up to 30,000 - 50,000 hours
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